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Abstract

Ontologies are required for precise description
of image resources in repositories. The Imag-
ing Ontology describes image acquisition in-
struments as used in the life sciences and com-
plements ontologies that are used for describ-
ing the content. We show how we can reason
over optical resolution to assist in experiment
planning or knowledge discovery. Use of ad-
jacent classes helps the overall structure of the
ontology and its extendibility.

1 Introduction

Images are an important output for scientific re-
search. They are used for pure phenomenological
description as well as for measurements. In both
cases, good description contributes to longevity of
the images as well as possibilities to connect to im-
ages with similar or complementary content so as to
extend on the application domain of the images.

Ontologies terms are a successful vocabulary for
annotating data in the life sciences. Using existing
ontologies helps with integration and validation of
data. Algorithms can assist the user to annotate their
data accurately and sufficiently.

A lot of research has been done on the (auto-
mated) annotation of biological and medical texts
(Rebholz-Schuhmann et al., 2012). Recent studies
also included images found in text resources, how-
ever the studies have focussed on a single modality
or on image captions (Kuhn et al., 2012).

In previous research we have developed LSIDx
(Leiden Scientific Image Database for Exchange).
The goal of this database is to link its content by

means of standardized terms; this requires precise
annotation with such terms and these terms are
drawn from a range of different ontologies. Con-
sequently much attention has been given to the user
interaction so that the expert is well supported in the
annotation as well as in the retrieval phase (Bei et al.,
2007) (Kallergi et al., 2009). Thus it becomes possi-
ble to do reasoning between images and allows extra
data to be pulled from external databases. Instead of
reconstructing the semantics of images, we propose
a method to preserve as much information about the
images as possible from the moment of acquisition.

The LSIDx database is a canonical database, it
aims at connecting phenomena at different reso-
lutions and from different imaging modalities as
well as connect complementary phenomena to one
”story” that is told by images. In this manner a vir-
tual microscope is built based on a semantic model
(Kallergi et al., 2009). For this purpose custom user
interfaces were developed (Dmitrieva et al., 2010)
(Kallergi et al., 2013).

Previously in LSIDx the microscope information
was recorded using templates that describe common
microscope modalities (e.g. confocal microscopy).
The templates consisted of multiple attribute-value
pairs, that the user could customize before the actual
annotation process. This template was extendible to
capture more information. This metadata was cap-
tured using an Entity-Attribute-Value (EAV) model.
While simple queries on modality were available,
the system could not offer the flexibility to express
queries with aspects of integration and higher lev-
els of complexity and granularity. In this paper we
describe what can be gained from moving the mi-
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croscope acquisition templates from an EAV model
to an ontology based system that integrates with the
semantic models we have for content.

2 Image Annotation

Within LSIDx the Image Annotation is divided into
five categories:

• Dublin Core
• File information
• Content
• Microscope
• External links

Dublin Core metadata (Weibel, 1997) is needed to
provide access rights and provenance information.
Scientific images are often used as evidence for hy-
potheses. As such, it should conform to the high
standards we come to expect from evidence.

File information metadata is important to ensure
computers can parse the images and visualize its
content. To check the data integrity checksums and
file size are stored. For visualization we have meta-
data on image geometry and file type.

Content metadata describes the subject matter that
is depicted in the image. Content annotation is based
on a range of ontology terms that are preselected
from 37 different but standard ontologies. Annota-
tion is facilitated by providing semantic context by
showing the concept neighbourhood in a graphical
user interface.

We changed the original concept of templates, so
that microscope information can now be captured
using relations from a newly developed Imaging On-
tology (cf. section 3) in addition to the ontology
terms used for content annotation.

External links provide the images with more con-
text. The annotation model of LSIDx allows includ-
ing, or linking to, information from standard refer-
ence databases, like UniProt (Apweiler et al., 2004)
and PDB (Berman et al., 2003).

3 Imaging Ontology

The header file of microscope images holds a great
deal of information about the acquisition process.
The headers are often stored in proprietary formats
and lack standardization across different microscopy

techniques. We want to encode our microscopy data
using an ontology with the following requirements:

• Range: The ontology should include concepts
close to the following list: Fluorescence, Con-
focal, Transmission Electron, Scanning Elec-
tron and Atomic Force.
• Instantiable: Microscope should be a class

that is an endurant, i.e. it should model a phys-
ical object. Microscope types should be sub-
classes of this class.
• Class Semantics: All microscope subclasses

should have more axioms than just the asser-
tion that it is a subclass of Microscope.
• Properties: Ontology should have properties

for numerical aperture and (optical) resolution.

In Table 1 we present the results of this check-
list for the ontologies we evaluated using BioPortal
(Noy et al., 2009).

None of the ontologies had the concept of numer-
ical aperture or a property that can hold this data. In
some of the imaging pipelines deconvolution (Mc-
Nally et al., 1999) is an important step and numer-
ical aperture is critical for this operation. Only two
ontologies: FBbi (Orloff et al., 2012) and QIBO
(Buckler et al., 2013), had extra semantics to val-
idate or classify microscope subclasses. From our
evaluation we concluded that the existing ontologies
are not sufficiently generic. We have engineered
a generic ontology for microscope acquisition, the
Imaging Ontology.

For maintainability and reasoning extra seman-
tics on every subclass of Microscope are needed.
These additional semantics require extra classes for
physical interactions and imaging modes. The mi-
croscopy classes are made equivalent to relations to
these additional adjacent classes.

3.1 Adjacent classes
At the heart of imaging techniques is the interaction
with the sample that will be measured by some form
of detector and the mode of operation (e.g. Bright
Field Imaging). These interactions and modes are
modelled using additional classes that are not meant
to be directly instantiated, but only serve to pro-
vide context to the microscope classes. The adja-
cent classes are linked to appropriate DBPedia arti-
cles (Auer et al., 2007).
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Requirements
Ontology Range Instantiable Class Semantics Properties
BAO X X 7 7

BIRNLEX 7 X 7 7

BRO 7 X 7 7

EP 7 X 7 7

ERO X X 7 7

FBbi X 7 X 7

GALEN 7 X 7 7

NPO 7 X 7 7

OBI 7 X 7 7

QIBO X X X 7

RH-MESH X 7 7 7

Table 1: Existing ontologies and their results on our Checklist. BAO = BioAssay Ontology, BIRNLEX = Biomedical
Informatics Research Network Project Lexicon, BRO = Biomedical Resource Ontology, EP = Cardiac Electrophysi-
ology Ontology, ERO = Eagle-I Research Resource Ontology, FBbi = Biological Imaging Methods Ontology, NPO
= NanoParticle Ontology, OBI = Ontology for Biomedical Investigations, QIBO = Quantitative Imaging Biomarker
Ontology and RH-MESH = Robert Hoehndorf Version of MeSH.

Fluorescence Microscope

CLSM

FluorescenceConfocal mode

hasInteraction

hasImagingMode

Adjacent Classes

Numerical Aperture

Emission wavelength

Pinhole size

Figure 1: Relation of the classes within the Imaging On-
tology

The hierarchical structure of the Imaging Ontol-
ogy can be inferred from the relations the micro-
scopes have with the adjacent classes. See Figure
1 for an example.

With these semantics a reasoner can assist the user
to infer the microscope type from the evidence it
gathers from different means, like:

• Pixel information
• Header information
• Content annotations from the user

3.2 Relation to domain ontologies

In LSIDx we aim at storing images of the same phe-
nomenon in multiple modalities with varying reso-
lutions. Of special importance in the Imaging On-
tology is the (optical) resolution of the imaging de-
vice. The resolution allows the computer to reason
about the biological structures that might be visible
in an image. This is illustrated in Figure 2. The
units have to be represented using an ontology of
units (Rijgersberg et al., 2013), or the reasoner has
to be able to cope with the different representations
of the has optical resolution property.

If the domain ontology lacks information on the
general size of its physical objects, then we can at
least get an ordering using the mereology that most
ontologies have. For these ontologies some extra
facts have to be asserted to allow the reasoner to val-
idate what can be observed with what microscope.

3.3 Query possibilities

See Figure 3 and Figure 4 for illustrations of queries
with the Image Ontology and resulting image sets.
The user interface depends on the application at
hand.
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Figure 2: Imaging Ontology relation to domain ontolo-
gies

image_annotation (part_of Hippocampus)

image_annotation (related_to Alzheimer’s Disease)

has_resolution < Confocal_Microscope.has_optical_resolution

Figure 3: Example resultset from query 1

given this image:

Find images with the same gene expression but at lower resolution

Figure 4: Example resultset from query 2

4 Results & Discussion

In this paper we have explained the need for an
imaging ontology to complement image annotation.
We present the Imaging Ontology and demonstrate
the possibilities such an ontology can offer to a
biomedical expert. The ontology requires constant
curation as new imaging techniques and improve-
ments to techniques appear. With the addition of in-
teraction subclasses we have provided a framework
that will help the ontology to grow naturally while
remaining internally consistent.

We have included our ontology to the canonical
database LSIDx, but the same ontological infrastruc-
ture is used for a dedicated application database Cy-
tomicsDB (Larios et al., 2012) (Larios et al., 2014)
in which the focus is put on the management of large
volumes of image time-lapse data and their analysis.

The next step we are working on are personalized
agents that use the information from the ontologies
we have developed to help annotate, retrieve and
connect data.

5 Conclusions

The Imaging Ontology is a valuable asset in an im-
age knowledge base. It can help validate, assist an-
notation and enhance retrieval of images. The on-
tology also increases the internal connectivity of the
data, creating a richer dataset. Using adjacent terms
helped structuring the ontology and making it easier
to extend.
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